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CSU PRESIDENT APPOINTS INTERIM LAW DEAN

On July 30, 1996, Dr. Claire Van Ummersen, President of Cleveland State University, announced the appointment of Cleveland-Marshall Associate Dean Steven H. Steinglass to serve as Interim Dean of the College of Law. Dean Steinglass's appointment follows the resignation of Dean Steven R. Smith, who left the law school in late June to head the California Western School of Law in San Diego, California. Dean Smith had been at Cleveland-Marshall since 1988.

In naming Steinglass Interim Dean, President Van Ummersen stated, "Dean Steinglass combines impressive academic credentials with distinguished public service. Since scholarship and public service are traditional strengths of our law school, we feel fortunate to have him leading the College through this transition period."

Dean Steinglass, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania (1964) and Columbia Law School (1967), joined the Cleveland-Marshall faculty in 1980.

Steven H. Steinglass INTERIM DEAN WELCOMES STUDENTS

I am writing you for the first time as the Interim Dean of Cleveland-Marshall. Our dean of eight years, Steven R. Smith, left in late June to take up new responsibilities as Dean and President of California Western School of Law in San Diego, California. Last spring after many years in the classroom and two years as Associate Dean of the College of Law, I was appointed Interim Dean by the law school faculty and the university administration. I hope to serve our students and faculty as well as my predecessor.

Whether you are a returning or a beginning law student, I believe you will find the Cleveland-Marshall 1996-97 academic year one of the most exciting. I believe the entire College of Law at Ohio Northern University in Ada, Ohio.

Prof. Streib taught criminal law and criminal procedure for 25 years, the last 16 at Cleveland-Marshall. He also taught several criminal law related courses at San Diego (CA) and New England (MA) Schools of Law. He received his JD from Indiana University in 1970.

Prof. Streib has been known to be so accessible that one C-M student called him at 2:00 A.M. with a criminal law question and did obtain an answer.

REGENTS VOTE TO REDUCE STANDARDS FOR LAW SCHOOL

By: Andy Nichol
Staff Editor

For those of you who have forgotten about the Ohio Board of Regents' raging debate over the quality of student's being offered admission into Ohio's state-supported law schools fear not...the board has spoken. On Thursday July 11th the board voted to reduce funding for Ohio's five state-supported law schools by holding the admission offers via tougher standards.

The goal of the board is to have a nexus between state support and academic achievement, rather than sheer enrollment numbers. An admissions committee could reduce the number of offers for admission based on students' undergraduate grade point average in conjunction with the Law School Admission Test, both would require a higher index.

"We believe implementation of this plan will improve quality across the board," said Garrison Walters, the regents' vice chancellor for academic programs in a recent interview. "All of the schools will need to work harder to attract more highly qualified students."

The law school's affected, in addition to Cleveland-Marshall, are Ohio State University and the Universities of Cincinnati, Akron, and Toledo. For Cleveland-Marshall, the board's decision could mean as many as 150 fewer students than the current enrollment of nearly 800. If the board's decision goes unchallenged the enrollment reduction will begin in 1998.

According to Steven Steinglass, interim dean of Cleveland-Marshall, "Virtually the entire impact of these cuts fall on the three northern Ohio schools who have made access to legal education in their region an integral part of their mission."

Under the new plan only 10 percent of any entering class may include students with lower academic credentials, thus eliminating some of the present criteria that admissions committees use to create a diverse student-body.

If the law school plan goes uncontested it will be phased in over the next five years and is expected to free up $1.3 million to $1.9 million a year for other higher education programs. This will leave the law schools with some very difficult decisions. The need to acquire additional funding could mean higher tuition and/or less full-time faculty, not a very promising solution.

MUTUAL AID AGREEMENT PROVIDES COMMUNITY POLICING FOR CSU

By: Jihad Smalli
Staff Editor

On August 1st, Cleveland State University, the City of Cleveland and Cuyahoga Community College signed a Mutual Aid Agreement at Convocation Center. The Mutual Aid agreement has been over a year in the making and is an important enhancement of CSU's safety program.

The Mutual Aid agreement allows state police officers to enforce the law on city property within a large area that includes the campuses of Cuyahoga Community College and Cleveland State University. Police officers from all three forces will be able to engage in pursuit on city streets and will have the close cooperation of the other departments. It is a cooperative effort for community policing which enhances the authority of CSU on and off campus. The agreement paves the way for college officials to share information, follow-ups and arrests.

"We have been working on this Mutual Aid Agreement for over one and a half years," commented Claire Van Ummersen, President of Cleveland State University. "The agreement is a wonderful partnership with the city and Cuyahoga Community College that will assist us in maintaining safety and security and helping our community and surrounding areas," added President Van Ummersen.

Law Applications Down For 1996-'97, But Diversity Remains

Even though the number of applications received by Cleveland-Marshall College of Law for the 1996-97 school year dropped nearly 15% over the previous year, diversity remains.

According to statistics received from C-M's Office of Admissions 1400 applications were received for the 96-97 school year. That's down from 1688 applications the previous year. Of the 1400 applications received, the law school extended 780 offers to see applications pg. 3

see law dean pg. 5
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Surviving Your First Year

By: Barry Saxon
Staff Writer

We’re looking for the few, the proud, the marin . . . oh no, wrong intro, but close. Although it isn’t the military, law school requires stamina, and like the song says, “You gotta have heart.” Law school is not for the weak or fainthearted, and though it might at times seem that trial by fire might be easier, or even less painful than your first year of law school, you can and will survive.

There are three essential things you must do to effectively get through your first year at law school and pass your finals. They are: 1) prepare for class, 2) go to class, and 3) review and summarize what you studied in and out of class in a comprehensive outline to be used as a study aid for finals.

Prepare for class:
Read everything which has been assigned. This is more difficult than it might seem. You will read more material in one semester of law school than you have in a full year as an undergrad. The material you will read is not light reading, it is oftentimes complex and difficult to interpret and follow, but there is help. Invest in the case summary books which are available. Don’t use them as a substitute for your reading, but use them for review and clarification.

Your profs will expect you to “brief” every case you read for class, (usually three cases per class - that’s six to nine cases per day). At the beginning of the semester you should write out a complete and comprehensive brief for every case you read. This is an essential skill which you must learn and master. But, you will find that as you get into the semester all of your profs will pick up the pace and it will become harder for you to find the time to fully prepare a written brief of each case. There is a solution, the “book-brief.” To effectively book-brief a case you’ll need to develop a system that works for you. It isn’t good enough to simply highlight the important passages in a case and it’s even worse when you highlight too much. It is imperative that you include complete and detailed marginal notes which you can easily read. Since there usually is a lot which needs to be highlighted in a case you might find it useful to use different colors for the various parts of the case. By developing a color-code system you will always be able to quickly spot important parts of a case like the issue, facts, or holding.

Go to class:
Going to class isn’t merely showing up. Don’t ever skip a class. There is no good reason for skipping a class, (except having tickets for the Indian’s home opener).

Fact: this is law school, you will be called on. Fact: when you are called on your brain will turn to mush, your tongue will turn to Jell-O, and no matter how much you thought you knew before you were called on, you will know only that you have forgotten everything you thought you knew. You can avoid this most awful of all law school experiences by doing one simple thing — volunteer. Although volunteering may not eliminate the possibility of being called on, the practice and experience of speaking in class can greatly lessen the sinking feeling of hearing your name being called.

Review and summarize:
Almost from your first day of classes you will hear others talk about the “outline” or study guide. You will be told to work on your outlines early. You will be told not to make your outline too long. You will be told not to make your outline too short. You will be told not to make your outline too detailed or to make it very detailed. But you will not be told how to prepare your outline. Everyone will talk about an outline, but no one seems to be able to describe it. Your outlines may seem to be as elusive as Bigfoot, something you know is out there, but something that no one has ever seen. Well don’t despair. Help is on the way. As if you haven’t spent enough money, here’s something else for you to buy. Go to the bookstore and buy either an Emmanuel, Gilbert’s or other course review book for each of your classes. These books usually have two primary components, a course summary outline, and detailed review material for the various topics covered in each class. Though these review books don’t usually follow the order in which your classes will be structured, they do provide topic headings and a basic structure for your “personal outline.” These review books are not substitutes for writing personal outlines. Repeat: THESE REVIEW BOOKS ARE NOT SUBSTITUTE FOR WRITING PERSONAL OUTLINES. The outlines you write are the outlines which you will use to study for your exams. To be effective study aids you must write these outlines yourself. You will find that there are some topics and concepts which you understand quickly, easily and are easy to remember, they will take up less space in your outline. There are also those topics which are difficult to follow and remember, you’ll need to devote more space to them. Then, there are those topics that will be given special attention by your prof and you’ll need to make sure you address them from her perspective. There is no such thing as a universal outline. The simple fact is that if you borrow someone else’s outline, they will do better than you, so write and personalize your own outline.

The material you’ll study in your first year of law school isn’t too hard to learn, you wouldn’t have made it here if it was. It’s just the sheer volume of material which you’ll cover which may seem overwhelming at times. But don’t let it overwhelm you, thousands before you have made it and there is no reason why you can’t too. So, don’t lose sight of reality, have some fun, schedule some time off in every week for rest and relaxation and before you know it you’ll be at Becky’s celebrating the end of the school year. Good luck.
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Proceeds benefit Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
Adjunct Professor is C-M Connection to Montana Freemen

by: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor

Walker F. Todd, former assistant general counsel and research officer at the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland and C-M adjunct professor who teaches a perspective course on Law, History and Economics (L.583) was catapulted into a mass media frenzy identifying him as a sympathizer of the antigovernment Freemen. The Freemen of Montana staged a stand-off with the FBI for 81 days until their arrest for among other charges, of fraudulent banking schemes on June 13, 1996.

When interviewed at his home in Geauga County, Todd immediately issued his disclaimer that he is not a defense lawyer for the Freemen nor a sympathizer. The Freemen's choice of a possible advocate was not totally misplaced however, because of the Freemen's familiarity with Todd's writings and criticisms of the monetary and banking systems.

In 1993, Todd presented Working Paper 9405 at the Western Economic Association International Conference. Working Papers are preliminary materials circulated to invite discussion and critical comment. Todd, a prolific writer on economic theory, natural law and constitutional issues may have unwittingly provided the philosophical premises for the Freemen's antigovernment rhetoric.

The initial link to the Freemen was established when the adult children of Freemen leader Daniel Petersen called Todd to help mediate for their family and the FBI on March 27, 1996, three days after the initial arrests. Todd was to become one of the 42 men who were tapped by both the Freemen and the federal agents to be a negotiator in the stand-off.

Not knowing any Freemen personally, Todd called on his friend Eugene Schroder, a prominent figure in the American Agrarian Movement to help find a mediator for the Freemen and the FBI. Schroder had organized tractor protests in Washington in the 1970's. Todd and Schroder drafted the 3-phase plan of the conditions of surrender.

The choice of negotiator proved difficult as the Freemen wanted a high-profile lawyer who would confront the FBI for them. The Freemen chose Gary Spence. Spence had embarrassed the FBI in 1993 by winning an acquittal for Randy Weaver on charges of conspiracy that led to the bloody confrontation in Ruby Ridge, Idaho.

Who are the Freemen?

According to Todd, most of the Freemen are Vietnam era vets whose lives have been in conflict with the government since the alienation suffered after the end of the unpopular war. Some are farmers who have fallen on bad times and blame the government for their losses. Some are fleeing from the law while others are just this decade's equivalent of the 1960's hippies.

Todd differentiates the Freemen from other militia groups in that the Freemen who claim a Christian fundamentalist identity are racist while the militias generally are not. Several of the Freemen were charged with participating in a check-fraud scheme; two were charged with threatening to kidnap and murder a federal judge; others were charged with helping federal fugitives avoid arrest.

What do they want?

The Freemen are hostile to the current government structure. They believe that the modern federal government has usurped the powers of the people. With their ideology centered on common law and Christian identity, the group has been kindled in "legal gobbledygook" which has also frustrated its counterpart Militia groups.

The Freemen want Montana to review the emergency and war powers of the state. Similar reviews have been done in Colorado (Schroder played a part) and in Michigan (where the Militias have played a part).

The Freemen also want a common law court system (a tribunal of 23 white men) and declare themselves as free men, not subject to the jurisdiction of the federal government. The Freemen have denounced the IRS and the FBI as unconstitutional bodies.

A Threat to America's Democratic System?

Todd does not see the Freemen and other antigovernment groups as capable of undermining the democratic setup. Yet he believes that the proliferation of such groups would make it easy for another Hitler or Mussolini to create a fascist regime. To this date, he believes that there is no singular person in the movement who "pulls the strings." Todd acknowledges that the Freemen's assertions are not totally unconstitutional illegitimately.

Working Paper 9405

Sixty-six pages long and full of historical and anecdotal data about the Federal Reserve Board between 1931-1934, Todd's analysis of the Federal Reserve Board's monetary policy as a reflection of the times: the portrayal of a weakened capitalism and laissez faire and the dawning of Keynesian ideology; the movement from classical liberty to corporatist economic principles.

Todd's criticism of the monetary policy carried intonations of a totalitarian threat in the system of governmental exercise of war and emergency powers. This was the criticism which the Freemen have skewed to substantiate their claim of the illegitimacy of the current economic system...hence, their refusal to pay taxes and to circulate fraudulent Freemen drafts.

This report repeats Prof. Todd's disclaimer: NOT a Freemen lawyer nor sympathizer.
"Marshall Balancing Test"

By: Jihad Smadi
Staff Editor

First, I would like to take this opportunity to welcome the first-year student body to the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law. Congratulations! You made it!

The first year of law school is unique. Although, unique could mean many different things to different people, and in order for the incoming first-year class to truly understand the meaning of the word unique as I use it here, unfortunately, they must experience the first year for themselves.

Nevertheless, since I have ‘been there, done that, and I got the T-shirt to prove it,’ I think that the least I can do for my fellow incoming first-year classmates is give them some advice and hints on the ‘ups and downs’ of law school.

Since you guys are anxious to start off the first year, I am going to give you a little test before the ones that really count are upon you. You will invariably hear of the ‘bathroom test’ in every one of your classes. The typical ‘balancing test’ entails having to balance the government’s interest in protecting and safeguarding its citizens against the individual’s personal interests in life and liberty. In order for a first-year student to succeed and still keep his or her sanity, I have developed what I call the "Marshall Balancing Test" [hereinafter "MBT"]. For a first-year student to pass the "MBT," he or she must be able to successfully balance the following factors:

Grades. Yes. There is a reason for listing this as the first factor to be examined. Grades are one of the most, if not the most, important factors to be considered by the incoming first-year students.

Your first-year grades not only mold and shape your perceptions of success as second and third year students, they also are important, if not essential, in landing a decent summer clerking job, which more often than not, will be a determining factor in a partner’s decision to hire a new associate. I clerked at a firm over the summer and I would highly recommend the experience to all first-year students. Clerking is the field experience aspect of law school; it makes the picture complete. Also, usually, the higher one’s grade point average is, the more likely it is for the clerk to land a job at a prestigious law firm, which in return translates into more experience and money earned. Instituting the parallel reasoning I learned in an undergraduate logic course, the conclusion is obvious: the higher the grades, the more money and experience you will earn, and your chances for clerking for a judge or firm of your choice increase as well. Nevertheless, in law school nothing is easy. Dedication is the key.

Law Review is another important goal that is closely connected with grades. Only the top 10% (which this year was a GPA of 3.60 or higher) of the first-year class will be invited to join Cleveland State Law Review, and the top 20% will be invited to join the Journal of Law & Health. Law Review will be a great writing experience; not to mention the many advantages of having "Member, Cleveland State Law Review" listed on your resume. Some firms require law review membership as a prerequisite for an interview.

When it comes to grades, one thing, and only one thing, is for sure: no grade is for sure, no matter how deeply you believe that you aced the exam or bombéd it until the grades are posted opposite your number at the "Wailing Wall" (as some students refer to it).

The second line is that grades are, or should be, the first-year student’s first priority; weigh the grade factor accordingly against the remaining factors.

Social Life. I know. You have heard it from everyone: “Say good-bye to your girl- or boyfriend (or spouse) because once you start law school, your social life (or marriage) will not exist, and if it does, you will have a hard time recognizing it!” Although there is some truth to those words, it does not have to be like that. Yes, you can have a social life and still get good grades. The key, I believe, is being able to balance the "MBT" factors. Remember, you officially joined into the mysterious realm of law school, your social life will never be the same again. This could have two different meanings: It could be good, again, if the time spent on your social life is balanced accordingly, or it could be devastating if overdone. The key when it comes to social life is moderation.

Professors. The setting: Contracts class on Monday morning, the first day of official classes. The room is jam-packed. Not much talking. Anxiety fills the atmosphere. Enter the Professor. A hush falls over the crowd. The professor walks in, throws his jacket on the desk and welcomes us to the "beginning of our new life." Suddenly, he asked two students in the front seat what their favorite numbers were and began to count across and up the rows, until he zeroed in on an unsuspecting student like a strategic move on the board game The Battleship or a bingo game, and said: “You are the lucky one! Now give us the facts of the case.” At that point, I had an excruciating feeling in my stomach. I began to question myself, as did most everyone else in the room, as to whether I had made the right career move. This contracts professor turned out to be one of the best professors I will ever have.

Unfortunately, not all of your professors will be great. And for some, even if they are good, there is something about the way they teach you the material that just turns you off. This is very unfortunate, if not unfair, to the student because sometimes, due to the professor’s attitude towards the subject he or she is teaching, you will perceive the subject matter in a negative light and that will, most likely, lead to the harboring of prejudices towards that field of law even once you graduate and begin your practice of law. Unfortunately, a professor is capable of directly shaping your attitudes towards a certain concentration of law in a negative way, and this will adversely affect the way you perceive a certain specialty of law in your law career and the choices that you make.

Also, a professor naturally holds a very impressionable and influential position. Most all of the professors that I have had usually stick to the subject matter. Nevertheless, some will sometimes digress and, intentionally or not, throw in some of their own personal ‘politics’ in the mix. That also, I think, is very unfortunate.

The most important thing about professors is that they tend to prepare your final exams. So my advise is to study hard early in the semester and keep up with the class. But most importantly, since the professor will be thinking up the exam (at least most will) the best thing to do is to study the professor. That is right. Note what interests your professor in class and, by the end of the year, you should be able to predict the type of questions that will be asked.

Also, outlining is priceless and an art in itself. Try to avoid most commercial outlines. The best outline that you could have is one authored by you and your study group. Speaking of study groups, you should really form one, but be selective. A study group could either really help you or really hurt you.

Law as a Career.

In these post-O.J. Simpson days, the profession of law is not as highly perceived or respected as it used to be. The people’s perceptions of justice have been tarnished. There are many elements in the legal profession that work incessantly in dehumanizing the legal field. It is our duty and responsibility as students of the law and future attorneys of America to attempt to educate our friends and family members as to the true objectives and manifestations of the law.

Cleveland is an excellent city to launch a law career. I personally plan on staying in Cleveland upon graduation, and hopefully, by then, I will have a job. Cleveland is home to some of the most respected law firms in the country. Cleveland’s top 5 law firms are as follows: 1) Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue (1,014 lawyers; 246 partners); 2) Baker & Hostetler (459 lawyers; 149 partners); 3) Squire, Sanders & Dempsey (350 lawyers; 130 partners); 4) Der & Haddad (260 lawyers; 23 partners); 5) Thompson, Hine & Ford (236 lawyers; 137 partners).

Living. Cleveland impresses me everyday. It is a beautiful city. When I first came to Cleveland, I did not think much of it. I regret not taking the time earlier to go out and explore the many wonderful things that the 200-year-old city has to offer: the Rock-N-Roll hall of fame, the Flats, the new Science Museum, the Indians, the historical Warehouse District and the beautiful Downtown, just to mention a few. So, whenever you have some time, go check out the city.

Again, on behalf of the Editors of "The Gavel": WELCOME!!!

Disclaimer: all of the above listed advice and hints, including, but not limited to, any affirmations, analysis, assertions, averments, allegations, avowals, reasoning, declarations, conclusions of law or fact, are hereby expressly waived, and the preceding article was written and composed for the sole purpose of supplying information to willing and participating first-year Marshall law students that voluntarily, and without undue influence or duress, pick up a free copy of "The Gavel" and read through its contents, and no express or implied warranties, such as warranties of merchantability and fitness for particular purpose, exist because the reader hereby agrees that he or she reads this article at his or her own risk, and "The Gavel," including, but not limited to, the Editors, hereby publish this article "as is."
The Gavel inaugurates a series of articles that delve into the importance of a law degree in varied careers. Featured in this first issue is a Cleveland-Marshall alumna whose career as a lobbyist in Columbus, Ohio.

Carol Ann Roe is a 1990 C-M graduate who is assistant professor in nursing at the Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing at Case Western Reserve University. When interviewed for this article, Roe was both candid and guarded about the function, preparation and compensation for lobbyists in general.

When asked to briefly describe "lobbying," Roe called it the influencing of a legislator to vote in accordance with the aim of the lobbyist. She sees it as an organized, disciplined effort to influence and educate the public policy maker. To be an effective lobbyist, she insists, one must truly like politics and the legislative process. Roe ranks personal credibility as the most crucial element in the lobbying effort. She emphasizes that a thorough understanding of the statutes, administrative rules and various sources of the law are indispensable. She sees lobbying as an educational process for the legislator designed by the astute lobbyist to influence the vote of the lawmaker.

Taunted with the question "So you can conceivably lobby for the opposite side after you have successfully lobbied for the other?" she replied: 'In terms of what we do as lawyers, yes, I say one can lobby for the opposite viewpoint. That is why it is very important to understand the issues specifically if one is lobbying for a less powerful entity."

Roe had an admittedly deep personal interest in lobbying for the Ohio Nurses Association when the Ohio Nurses Practice Act was revised in Columbus. Roe had occupied academic, administrative and clinical positions at University Hospitals of Cleveland and Case Western Reserve University prior to being asked by the ONA to be its government affairs specialist. She was directly accountable to the Executive Director of the ONA.

Roe ranks as supreme the personal satisfaction in influencing legislation for the issues in which she believes. She also identifies that one of the negative aspects of lobbying was confronting the stereotype that government-level politics is mythical. "The perception that what the lobbyist sees it as an organized, disciplined effort to influence and educate the public policy maker. To be an effective lobbyist, she insists, one must truly like politics and the legislative process. Roe ranks personal credibility as the most crucial element in the lobbying effort. She emphasizes that a thorough understanding of the statutes, administrative rules and various sources of the law are indispensable. She sees lobbying as an educational process for the legislator designed by the astute lobbyist to influence the vote of the lawmaker.

Taunted with the question "So you can conceivably lobby for the opposite side after you have successfully lobbied for the other?" she replied: 'In terms of what we do as lawyers, yes, I say one can lobby for the opposite viewpoint. That is why it is very important to understand the issues specifically if one is lobbying for a less powerful entity."

Roe had an admittedly deep personal interest in lobbying for the Ohio Nurses Association when the Ohio Nurses Practice Act was revised in Columbus. Roe had occupied academic, administrative and clinical positions at University Hospitals of Cleveland and Case Western Reserve University prior to being asked by the ONA to be its government affairs specialist. She was directly accountable to the Executive Director of the ONA.

Roe ranks as supreme the personal satisfaction in influencing legislation for the issues in which she believes. She also identifies that one of the negative aspects of lobbying was confronting the stereotype that government-level politics is mythical. "The perception that what the lobbyist sees it as an organized, disciplined effort to influence and educate the public policy maker. To be an effective lobbyist, she insists, one must truly like politics and the legislative process. Roe ranks personal credibility as the most crucial element in the lobbying effort. She emphasizes that a thorough understanding of the statutes, administrative rules and various sources of the law are indispensable. She sees lobbying as an educational process for the legislator designed by the astute lobbyist to influence the vote of the lawmaker.

Taunted with the question "So you can conceivably lobby for the opposite side after you have successfully lobbied for the other?" she replied: 'In terms of what we do as lawyers, yes, I say one can lobby for the opposite viewpoint. That is why it is very important to understand the issues specifically if one is lobbying for a less powerful entity."

Roe had an admittedly deep personal interest in lobbying for the Ohio Nurses Association when the Ohio Nurses Practice Act was revised in Columbus. Roe had occupied academic, administrative and clinical positions at University Hospitals of Cleveland and Case Western Reserve University prior to being asked by the ONA to be its government affairs specialist. She was directly accountable to the Executive Director of the ONA.

Roe ranks as supreme the personal satisfaction in influencing legislation for the issues in which she believes. She also identifies that one of the negative aspects of lobbying was confronting the stereotype that government-level politics is mythical. "The perception that what the lobbyist sees it as an organized, disciplined effort to influence and educate the public policy maker. To be an effective lobbyist, she insists, one must truly like politics and the legislative process. Roe ranks personal credibility as the most crucial element in the lobbying effort. She emphasizes that a thorough understanding of the statutes, administrative rules and various sources of the law are indispensable. She sees lobbying as an educational process for the legislator designed by the astute lobbyist to influence the vote of the lawmaker.

Taunted with the question "So you can conceivably lobby for the opposite side after you have successfully lobbied for the other?" she replied: 'In terms of what we do as lawyers, yes, I say one can lobby for the opposite viewpoint. That is why it is very important to understand the issues specifically if one is lobbying for a less powerful entity."

Roe had an admittedly deep personal interest in lobbying for the Ohio Nurses Association when the Ohio Nurses Practice Act was revised in Columbus. Roe had occupied academic, administrative and clinical positions at University Hospitals of Cleveland and Case Western Reserve University prior to being asked by the ONA to be its government affairs specialist. She was directly accountable to the Executive Director of the ONA.

Roe ranks as supreme the personal satisfaction in influencing legislation for the issues in which she believes. She also identifies that one of the negative aspects of lobbying was confronting the stereotype that government-level politics is mythical. "The perception that what the lobbyist sees it as an organized, disciplined effort to influence and educate the public policy maker. To be an effective lobbyist, she insists, one must truly like politics and the legislative process. Roe ranks personal credibility as the most crucial element in the lobbying effort. She emphasizes that a thorough understanding of the statutes, administrative rules and various sources of the law are indispensable. She sees lobbying as an educational process for the legislator designed by the astute lobbyist to influence the vote of the lawmaker.
Going Solo: How One C-M Grad Did It

by: Evelyn L. Moya
Staff Editor

Rose M. Fini, 1994 C-M grad, sat after hours at her desk at the Medina Prosecutor's Office to answer our questions regarding her solo practice. Since March 1996, however, Rose Fini has also been working at the Child Support Division of Medina County while maintaining a solo career as a lawyer in Medina and as a mediator in Cuyahoga County.

Rose Fini claims that having professors who were geared into a "practice perspective" rather than theory were the best source of preparation for solo practice. She also wishes that she had taken up more accounting-type courses and regards a course in Taxation as a MUST in general practice. Issues of taxation appear in self-employment, in domestic relations, in estate planning.

Rose Fini regards the non-inclusion of Taxation in the bar exams for Ohio as a disincentive for students to learn the course where it is most valuable.

The Gavel was mostly interested in learning from Rose Fini the strategy she used in starting her practice and its costs. She was most candid and unpretentious as she discussed the various resources she utilized to get started.

One of the marvelous things this enterprising lawyer did was a lot of research: malpractice insurance, health care insurance, bar membership fees and access to law libraries. Her advice is to do comparison-shopping before purchasing any kind of insurance plans.

She also listed the purchase of a computer (including a laptop) and a printer as the most expensive. This is to enable her to present her correspondence to clients and the public at large with credibility and professionalism.

Advertising was another expense. She issued about 250 announcement cards ("real classy") to people she had known since she was a child...impishly implying that as an Italian, one has plenty of relatives. She was asked to compare the effectiveness of paid advertising as opposed to personal contacts and she rated the latter as most productive. Credibility and professionalism are essential and one's ads cannot substitute for the personal approach.

Rent is a fixed expense that must be kept low. She accomplished this by sharing an office with a lawyer whose field of practice did not conflict with hers. To maintain her mediation practice, she keeps an office at the Crown Centre (I-77 and I-480). This was set up so that there would be no conflict of interest with her position at the Medina County Prosecutor's Office. She eventually gave up the shared office and now counsels clients at their homes for estate planning.

Another expense which could potentially be prohibitive are library and research facilities. She considers herself lucky for having a 24-hour access to the Medina Law Library. For access to libraries, one must gauge what is included in bar association membership fees. She considers Westlaw and Lexis on-line subscriptions as luxuries for the solo practitioner.

To keep abreast with legal literature, she reads Ohio Bar and ABA journals. Some journals come free with membership. For keeping in touch with what clients can relate to, she reads the local newspapers.

Developing a Practice

The book How To Start and Build a Law Practice by Jay G. Foonberg encapsulates all the basic elements of starting a practice. Rose Fini derived major pointers from this book. The Book is published by the ABA.

Networking with other lawyers is another way to enhance your career, she says, hand in hand with networking is mentoring and making referrals. She acknowledges that there is plenty to learn in the practice which are not learned in law school. One must choose wisely from whom advice is sought and cautions that a healthy dose of skepticism be maintained.

She believes that one should decide early on what one chooses to do or not to do. She knew she would not do criminal defense work. In fact, her long-nurtured desire in public service found fruition in this current appointment at the prosecutor's office.

see: solo next page
b.) I was fortunate enough to have been a part of what had to have been one of the best all-time study groups in the history of law school. From this study group arose some of the best friendships I have had in a long time. This is very important because the relationships that you establish now should be ones that you will maintain throughout your legal career. A word of caution about study groups however: keep them small, keep them serious and keep to the subject matter. If you can understand and comprise them of people who will challenge you. In other words, avoid people who agree with everything you say.

2) Now this is very important. You must, absolutely must take time out for yourself. It’s called downtime, and it will keep you from getting insane. This may sound dramatic but please believe me when I say, you will quickly burn out if you don’t get something besides law in your life. Everyone told me to take a day to myself, a day in which there is absolutely no studying, no talk of law. I never could accomplish that. A more realistic goal is to just make sure you have your cases read, briefed and understood, and then take time to yourself wherever you can get it.

3) Finally, a wise professor once told me that there are three kinds of people that a law student will have in their life:

a.) the kind that says the/ she/ will be supportive of you and actually is;

b.) the kind that says he/ she will be supportive, but really isn’t;

c.) the kind that is flat out not supportive.

He then said basically to get rid of any who fall into the second two categories, because you can always find someone who will fall into the first. I must admit, I thought it was the harshest thing I had ever heard. But when you think about it, it makes perfect sense. If this is something you’re going to do, then you don’t need the extra stress on top of the natural, built-in stress of law school. So surround yourself with strong, supportive people who want nothing but the best for you. Let no one put roadblocks in your way.

So once again, welcome to Cleveland Marshall from BLSA. If you have any questions about BLSA or about first year in general, feel free to seek out any of the BLSA members, including myself. I’ll be the one with the ‘I-Cant-Believe-I-Was-Actually-Looking-Forward-To-Getting-Back-To-School’ look on my face. Good Luck!

---

Join the OSBA now for 1997 and receive membership for the REST of 1996 for FREE! Offer expires Nov. 1, 1996.

Ohio State Bar Association Law student membership offers:

- Up-to-date legal information through the quarterly student publication Advocate News, the weekly Ohio State Bar Association Report (OBAR) and bimonthly Ohio Lawyer.
- Eligibility to apply for the OSBA Law Student Scholarship. Two scholarships will be awarded: One award at $1,500 and one at $1,000.
- Opportunities to interact and network with practicing attorneys through committee, section and district meetings as well as the OSBA Annual Convention.
- Bar review discount. West Professional Training Programs, Inc. is offering all law school student members of the OSBA a discount off the full price of the West Ohio Bar Review Course.
- A job resource for third-year students through our Resume Exchange Program that makes your resume available to firms that have positions available. OBAR also contains job listings.
- Savings through discount programs. The OSBA offers savings through Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, long-distance telephone service, cellular phone service and more!

For more information or to join, contact the Ohio State Bar Association, Membership Services Department, P.O. Box 16562, Columbus, OH 43216-6562 or call (800) 282-6556.

---

Deadline for submission of articles for the next issue of the GAvel: September 30

(All submissions must be on-disc - WP 5.0; include a hardcopy)

Lessons to be Learned

1. Not all hours are "billable" hours. Because there is a learning curve for any lawyer starting in practice, the time spent in carefully serving the client is time spent which cannot all be charged to the client. One may spend 80 hours a week and still only be legitimately able to bill for half that or even less.

2. Flexibility. Even if one has "preferred" cases, a starting lawyer may have to accept cases to pay rent.

3. Mediation is an alternative law practice. Most people are unfamiliar with this non-adversarial approach and the lawyer who practices mediation may have to wait longer for the practice to be well-established.

Editor's note: The July 1996 issue of the ABA Journal similarly identified Paul's criteria for selecting the best type of technology. Having a lot of money does NOT appear to be a criterion for success. Solo practitioners interviewed quoted $5,000 to $30,000 as start-up expense.
If you’re not yet sure how you go about “briefing cases”, here are some sources of good advice, and to save you time, the specific page number. Different authors have different perspectives, but the basics are similar. The books are available in the Reserve Room of the Law Library. (And if you aren’t a First Year student, try some of these titles for other types of useful hints.)


On behalf of our Law Library staff I would like to extend a sincere welcome to our new students and welcome back to our continuing students. It is always exciting to begin a new year, to see old friends and meet new ones, to accept new challenges, and to learn more about law and the legal profession. The Law Library staff stands ready to assist you with your educational work and hopes you will call on us often.

This is a transitional year in the life of the Law Library, as we continue to prepare and plan for our new building with a scheduled occupancy of Fall 1997. As a result of the work that has gone on this Summer in conjunction with the new building, the present Law Library has been forced to shrink a bit in size, and we may also anticipate that on occasion we may have some brief noisy periods this year. We appreciate your bearing with us over the rough spots. The inconveniences are sometimes annoying but easier to put up with when we focus on the benefits we all will be receiving from our greatly improved facility that will serve all of you as students and later as alumni.

We are planning a variety of services and programs to assist you during the upcoming year. Please watch for details as we get further into the semester. In the meantime, please let me or other members of the staff know if we can help in any way. I hope to have an opportunity to chat with many of you this year. Good luck!
UPCOMING CALENDAR OF EVENTS

August 28
- "The Secrets of Success: Making On-Campus Work for You," speaker, Marsha Scanlin of Hahn Loeser & Parks, noon - 1 PM, MOOT COURT ROOM.
- Office of Career Planning Open House; Resume deadline for Fall Interview Program.

August 29
- SBA Beginning of School Year Social, 4 PM - 6 PM, Student Lounge.

September 4
- Deadline for resume and preference from drop off for Fall Interview Program, 5:30 PM, OCP office.

September 5
- Law Review Sponsored Happy Hour, 4 PM - 6 PM, Student Lounge.

September 9
- SBA First-Year Senate Elections, Student Lounge, (times to be announced).

September 10
- SBA First-Year Senate Elections, Student Lounge, (times to be announced).
- "Alternatives to the Fall Interview Program," 12:30 - 1 PM, Room 205; 5:30 - 6 PM, Room 208.

September 18
- First day of Fall Interview Program

September 21
- SBA “CASINO NIGHT”, 7 PM, Law School ATRIUM

September 26
- OCP "Power Breakfast" (subject, time, speaker & location to be determined).

September 30

October 3
- OCP Open House for Evening Students, 6 - 7:30PM.

October 10
- "Evening Student Networking Hour," 5 - 6 PM, (details to follow).

October 17
- OCP "Power Breakfast" (subject, time, speaker & location to be determined).
- Gala Reception Honoring Cleveland-Marshall Alumni Judges, Moot Court, 5 PM.

"CONDEMNED TO DEATH" (THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF ARTICLES)

By: Barry Saxon
Staff Writer

I sat, waiting. He walked into the room, I stood up, reached across to him and shook his hand. My first thought was, I've just shaken hands with a dead man.

Wiley Davis is a convicted murderer. He is on death row in Mansfield State Prison awaiting his sentence. I've never met Wiley Davis before and it isn't likely that if I had, we would ever have become friends, we don't have much in common.

Actually, I don't know anyone who has anything in common with Wiley Davis. I didn't grow up in the ghetto. I didn't grow up with an absentee father. I didn't grow up with an older sister who was responsible for my welfare, who taught me how to be street-smart, who taught me how to fight and protect myself, an older sister, who at thirteen was a prostitute.

I came to meet Wiley Davis because I volunteered to help with the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers' Summer Post-conviction Representation Project. For this project, they team law students up with lawyers representing indigent death row inmates in Ohio. Under a new Ohio post-conviction law, S.B.4, all inmates, including death row inmates in Ohio prisons must file a petition seeking post-conviction relief by September 21, 1996. If the petition is not filed by this deadline, these inmates forfeit their right to review.

The state post-conviction review process is the way in which inmates can raise the critical constitutional issues which are at the core of, and test the reliability of decisions which have been made, and the fairness of their trial. Post-conviction review is a process which addresses those issues that are not included in the record of the trial or which have been brought up on appeal. These are issues which have denied these inmates their fundamental rights. Rights which may have been abridged include: perjury by a witness or a juror, ineffective assistance by trial or appellate counsel, or withholding of exculpatory evidence by the police or prosecutor which would have shown the defendant to be innocent.

Regardless of your personal feelings about the appropriateness of the death penalty, without post-conviction review, it is possible for innocent people and those who are undeserving of the death penalty to be executed in Ohio.

WOMEN LAW STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION

By: Vickie Jones
Staff Writer

The Women Law Student’s Association (WLSA) is the local chapter of the National Women Law Student’s Association. The purpose of WLSA is to enhance the position of women in the legal profession and to provide women law students with support and networking systems. Every year WLSA sponsors guest speakers and workshops which speak to issues of importance to women and women law students in particular. WLSA also sponsors the Tammy Burkeholder Scholarship which is awarded to female students of Cleveland-Marshall on a financial need basis.

WLSA plans to attend the next National Women Law Student’s Association Convention which will be held in Los Angeles in 1997 and all paid WLSA members are eligible to attend. WLSA sponsored activities such as WLSA’s Annual Silent Auction help to make the participation of its members possible.

Congratulations to the WLSA officers for 1997: Nadine Koach, President; Vickie Jones, Vice-President; Kelley Cambell, Treasurer; Sherry Glass, Secretary. The officers extend to all first-years the invitation to become members and make active contributions to WLSA. Openings for first-years include Chairpersons on the Speaker’s Committee and the Silent Auction Committee. Chairpersons of the Speaker’s Committee organize monthly guest speakers and programs on issues that they believe significant to the law school community. Chairpersons of the Silent Auction Committee aid in organizing this annual fund-raising event.

Monthly meetings will be held the first and third Mondays of each month. All students are invited to attend. WLSA's office is Room 26 and will be open at various times during the year to provide information and assistance. You may also contact WLSA members by personal email or by calling 687-2343.

ATTENTION:
FACULTY,
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS,
AND STAFF,
PLEASE NOTIFY THE GAVEL
OF ALL UPCOMING EVENTS
FOR PUBLICATION
**STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AT CLEVELAND-MARSHALL**

**STUDENT PUBLIC INTEREST LAW ORGANIZATION**

The Student Public Interest Law Organization (SPILO) is an organization of students, faculty and staff which recognizes the inequities that exist in our legal system and is dedicated to developing a more just society.

SPILO serves as a resource center for students seeking employment or volunteer opportunities which focus on public service. The group tries to raise funds to sponsor summer interns in public interest law. Finally, SPILO invites national speakers and organizes panel discussions on contemporary and controversial issues affecting our society.

SPILO holds activities such as domestic violence workshops; an annual “Nontraditional Adoptions” in the Best Interest of the Children.”

Meeting days and times will be announced.

**AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (STUDENT DIVISION)**

The ABA is a voluntary membership association of attorneys. Cleveland-Marshall students are eligible for membership in the Law Student Division of the ABA. The membership offers many benefits such as the Student Lawyer magazine, low-cost health insurance, discount car rental from Hertz, and free or low-cost publications that will help you in law school and in planning your legal career. For more information on membership and benefits contact Terry Wike in LB 13.

**ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION**

The Cleveland-Marshall Electronic Frontier Foundation encourages awareness of both current, forthcoming, and proposed communications and information technology and the impact such technology has upon civil liberties, political organization, political identity and process, social interaction and community, economics, state sovereignty, and national security. No technical skills are necessary and open to all who have an interest.

**THE JUSTINIAN FORUM**

The Justinian Forum is a bar association representing 250 attorneys and 14 judges of Italian-American descent in Cuyahoga County. The organization here at C-M was developed to work in conjunction with the bar association to promote and foster understanding of the roles of Italian-Americans in matters involving social justice issues. As an auxiliary chapter to the bar association we are invited to attend and be involved in all functions of the bar association. The auxiliary chapter works to elevate and maintain the standards of integrity and honor among the student body of the law school, while promoting legal, cultural, and social activities.

**STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION (WELCOMES STUDENTS)**

Hello fellow students! On behalf of the Student Bar Association, I would like to welcome the first-year and other new students to Cleveland-Marshall and welcome back all of the returning students. Hopefully you all had a terrific summer. I am looking forward to serving you this school year and my door is always open for your comments and concerns. I hope to see you all involved this year through SBA events and with the many other great organizations we have at Cleveland-Marshall. Have a fantastic year and make the most of this law school experience!

**Federalist Society for Law & Public Studies**

The Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies is an organization of conservatives and libertarians interested in the current state of legal order. It is founded on the principles that the state exists to preserve freedom, that the separation of government powers is central to our Constitution and that it is emphatically the province and the duty of the judiciary to say what the law is, not what it should be. The Society seeks both to promote an awareness of these principles and to further their application through its activities.

The Society seeks to reorder priorities within the legal system to place a premium on individual liberty, traditional values and the rule of law. It also seeks to restore a recognition of the importance of the norms among lawyers, law students and professors. In so doing, the Society seeks to advance the above principles and create an intellectual network extending to all levels of the legal community.

The Cleveland-Marshall chapter will sponsor guest speakers; debates among faculty members; students and members of the legal profession; discussion meetings; publications; and academic, legislative and pro bono research activities.

Membership in the chapter is open to any and all students, faculty and staff at Cleveland State University.

**Asian Pacific Islander Law Students Association (APILSA)**

As a group, Asian and Pacific Americans represent the fastest growing segment of the U.S. population. This group has only recently entered into the legal profession in significant numbers. The Asian Pacific Islander Law Student Association (APILSA) was formed to address the concerns of Asian students as well as to provide support to its members. APILSA is beginning its fifth year of service to the students of Cleveland-Marshall. APILSA welcomes and encourages all students, not only those of Asian descent, to participate in the many events APILSA sponsors throughout the school year. Many of these activities are aimed at educating persons to the many issues affecting Asian Americans.

APILSA also offers a forum for members to meet Asian American lawyers working in the Cleveland area through its guest speaker series and through its close ties with the Asian American Bar Association of Ohio.

Meetings are held regularly with times and places usually posted a week prior to the meeting. If you would like more information regarding APILSA, contact any of the officers or leave a message at our office.

**DELTA THETA PHI LAW FRATERNITY**

By Vicki Jones

Staff Writer

The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity is an international professional law fraternity over 100,000 members strong. Delta Theta Phi Ranney Senate is the most active fraternal organization at Cleveland-Marshall and provides students with substantial peer contact, as well as a professional networking system. Throughout the year, Delta Theta Phi’s various social functions establish an opportunity for supportive interaction between law students and the fraternity’s many alumni.

In addition, the Cleveland Alumni Senate offers various scholarships to second, third and fourth year students to academic merit and organizational involvement.

Congratulations to the new officers for 1997: Linda Sandish, Dean; Vickie Jones, Vice-Dean, Day; Kellie Rubesne, Vice-Dean, Night; Madelyn Haines, Clerk of the Rolls; Anne Brigham, Tribune; George Carr, Master of the Ritual. The position of Clerk of the Eschequer remains open. The duties of the Eschequers are equivalent to those of treasurer. Nominations for this position are open to all students and first-years are encouraged to run. Nominations for Eschequer will be accepted at the first Delta Theta Phi meeting on September 4. Delta Theta Phi will meet once a month. Please watch for a posting of those dates and times.

Delta Theta Phi members encourage all students to visit the office in Room 26. You may also contact the members through email at dtp@omega.csuohio.edu or call 687-2343.
MOOT COURT

The Moot Court Board of Governors is a student organization and program designed to develop and to refine brief writing and oral advocacy skills. Students in the program are members of the Moot Court Board of Governors and they participate in interscholastic competitions, which are judged on the quality of written briefs and oral arguments.

Any student may become a member of the Moot Court Board and thereby be eligible to compete in national level competitions by completing L807, Advanced Brief Writing, and successfully competing in the upper division spring intramural competition. To compete in the 1997 upper division intramural competition, students must enroll in Advanced Brief Writing in the Fall 1996 semester. Between 12 and 18 intramural competitors are invited to join the Board. The balance of board members (0-6) are selected through a first year intramural competition which is part of the Legal Writing program. Qualified first year students compete inter-scholastically as second year students with the advice and assistance of the Board.

Since 1985, Moot Court teams have earned fifteen first place brief awards in inter-scholastic competitions and have won the Benton National Moot Court Competition in Information Law and Privacy, the Cardozo Entertainment/Communications Moot Court Competition, the Jerome Prince Invitational Evidence Competition and the F. Lee Bailey National Moot Court Competition.

Moot Court is excellent for developing and refining your brief writing and oral advocacy skills.

JOURNAL OF LAW AND HEALTH

The Journal of Law and Health is a law review devoted to publishing timely and informative articles in the area of health and the law. Two issues of the Journal are published each year. Students are not eligible to become members of the Journal until they complete their first year. Students ranking in the top 20 percent of their class in terms of grade-point averages are automatically extended invitations to join the Journal as Associated Members. Students not scoring in the top 20 percent are invited to join the Journal staff upon successfully completing in the annual Summer Writing Competition.

Associate members have two duties: they subcite articles submitted for publication and write a Note. The Note is a paper written by the student and evaluated by the Editorial Board of the Journal. It is a student manuscript which focuses on an area or issue in the law relating to health, rather than a particular case or cases. The Note is quite often centered around proposing a solution to a current problem and has an analytical emphasis. The Note must be of "publishable quality" to be accepted. If the Note is accepted by the Editorial Staff, the student becomes an Editor. If you would like to learn more about the Journal of Law and Health, we encourage you to contact the Journal office at 687-4896.

BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (BLSA)

BLSA is a national organization with chapters at law schools across the country. The C-M chapter of BLSA sponsors and co-sponsors various educational and social events throughout the year. Our biggest event is the BLSA Scholarship Banquet, which is held every year in April. Although BLSA's primary purpose is to provide assistance in preparation and retention of African-American law students, BLSA membership is open to all students.

CRIMINAL LAW SOCIETY

The Criminal Law Society consists of students and recent graduates interested in both prosecutorial and defense aspects of the criminal justice system.

The Criminal-Marshall chapter of CLS is not limited to those with a defense oriented point of view; rather, the group is designed to accommodate all students with an interest in criminal law. CLS was formerly the C-M chapter of the Ohio Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (OACDL).

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ASSOCIATION

The Environmental Law Association provides students an opportunity to meet fellow students with an interest in environmental law. Activities will include social functions as well as having guest speakers. If you are interested in more information, contact the office at 523-7551.

HISPANIC LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

The Hispanic Law Student Association is dedicated to the advancement of Hispanics within the legal profession. The organization provides a support network for all Hispanic law students, and it seeks to establish and maintain mutual cooperation with the larger Hispanic legal community.

LesBiGay Student Association

The LesBiGay Students Association of Cleveland-Marshall is pleased to announce that Leslie M. Huff, President of the LesBiGay Law Students Association will present a paper at Yale University CHALLENGING BOUNDARIES CONFERENCE, sponsored by YALE Journal of Law and Feminism, on Nov. 8-10, 1996.

For more information concerning the conference, or information concerning membership, stop by Room LB-24, or call 687-2340.
Now
More Reasons
than ever
to take
Rossen's
Ohio BAR/BRI
Bar Review.

Course Includes:
Gilbert Multistate Workshop
FREE!
Ohio Essay Workshop
FREE!
Study Smart™ Personal Computer Software
FREE!
MPRE Workshop
FREE!
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To register call:
(216) 696-1326 in Cleveland or (800) WE-PASS-U in Ohio.